International Crisis Diplomacy is an introduction to the international politics of resolving crises. The focus is on the new type of crises that have emerged since the end of the Cold War—particularly crises over national self-determination, terrorism, and non-proliferation.

### Outline of the Course

**Week 1. The New International Crises.**
- A. Overview of the Course and Course Requirements.
- B. Recent International Crises: Case Studies of Success and Failure.

**Week 2. The Analysis of International Crisis Diplomacy**
- A. International Organizations as Vehicles for Crisis Diplomacy.
- C. Conditions for Success and Failure.

**Week 3. The Current Agenda at the UN: Middle East Issues.**

**Week 4. Mid-term Examination and Preparation for Simulation.**

**Weeks 5-10. Model Security Council Simulation**

### Instructors

- Philip G. Roeder
  - Office: Social Sciences Building 382
  - Phone: 534-6000 (Office)
  - e-mail: proeder@ucsd.edu
  - Office Hours: Tuesday 2:00-3:30

- Heather Smith
  - Office: Social Science Building 329
  - e-mail: hmsmith@ucsd.edu

### Readings

All assigned readings are available on electronic reserves at Geisel Library.

### Grades

Your course grade will be the average of your grades on [1] your performance on a mid-term examination at the beginning of the fourth class meeting, [2] your participation in the Model Security Council simulation, and [3] your research paper explaining your country’s primary foreign policy objectives. The examination and paper will receive equal weight in the calculation of your course grade; your participation may raise your grade but will not lower it.

The mid-term examination is a one-hour objective examination that simply checks whether you have understood the lectures and readings.

**Note:** By enrolling in this course you agree to submit your research paper for textual similarity review to Turnitin.com for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be included as source documents in the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers. Use of the Turnitin.com service is subject to the terms-of-use agreement posted on the Turnitin.com website.

### Course Web-site

I have posted a copy of the course syllabus and lecture outlines on the course web-site. I will add to and up-date the outlines as necessary. You can reach this web-site through my homepage:

weber.ucsd.edu/~proeder
READINGS


January 19. Analysis of Crises


1. Palestinian Question

“A Performance-Based Roadmap to a Permanent Two-State Solution to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict” (30 April 2003) and “Quartet Statement” (20 September 2005).

Security Council Meeting Reports No. 5337, 5313, 5312, 5287, 5270, 5250, and Resolutions 1397 (2002), 338 (1973), and 242 (1967).

2. Iraq


3. Lebanon

Security Council Meeting Reports No., and Resolutions.

4. Iran

Security Council Meeting Reports No., and Resolutions.